Welcome to the PEPFAR Data Exchange Implementer Community!

Background

The President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) initiative recently established DATIM to modernize and streamline the process of routine monitoring and evaluation. The Data for Accountability, Transparency, and Impact (DATIM) project has chosen to partner with OpenHIE to provide a standards and implementation framework that encourages the broad interoperability of HMIS and monitoring/evaluation systems for PEPFAR reporting purposes.

OpenHIE will develop a community process to serve as a forum for public input, and peer support.

Purpose

1. Serve for knowledge sharing between stakeholders involved in data import into DATIM, and to provide them with information on upcoming data exchange offerings
2. Make them aware of resources to support them as they work to import data through DATIM’s current data import processes and to encourage their uptake of the cloud-based and distro-based data exchange components as they become available.

Upcoming Events

Team Calendars

Quick Links

- Check our Scheduled Community Calls
- Join our Google Group
- Contact the community
- DATIM4U Project Team

Other Links

http://www.datim.org

DATIM Public Demonstration Site: Demo.datim.org


**Note that the Data Import and Exchange resources are available only to registered DATIM users who access the DATIM support site from the "DATIM Support" application within DATIM.**